Antibodies to DNA.
Antibodies that recognize specific conformational variations of DNA structure provide sensitive reagents for testing the extent to which such conformational heterogeneity occurs in nature. A most dramatic recent example has been the development and application of antibodies to left-handed Z-DNA. They provided the first identification of Z-DNA in fixed nuclei and chromosomes, and of DNA sequences that form Z-DNA under the influence of supercoiling. Antibodies have also been induced by chemically modified DNA and by synthetic polydeoxyribonucleotides that differ from the average B-DNA structure. These antibodies recognize only the features that differ from native DNA. In most experiments, native DNA itself is not immunogenic. Antibodies that do react with native DNA occur in sera of patients with autoimmune disease, but even monoclonal anti-DNA autoantibodies usually react with other polynucleotides as well. Anti-DNA antibodies, especially those of monoclonal origin, provide a model for the study of protein-nucleic acid recognition.